NORTHERN BEACHES TOASTMASTERS CLUB MINUTES
Club No: 609136
Meeting No: 225

Area 8 Hawkesbury Division
On: 28th July 2020

District 90

At; Via Zoom online Meeting

Theme: “BRAVE NEW WORLD”
Meeting Opened:

7.00pm

Sergeant-At-Arms:

Brian Paull

Present:

Steve Barber, Errol Byrnes, Shaun Curry, Luke Donabauer,
Rob Geoghegan, Gail Goff, Anastasia Loucks, Sue Loucks,
June McKimmie, Brian Paull, Heather Rickard, Reg Stewart,
David Tomlinson, Denise Tomlinson, Adrian Oostuizen,
Charles Salgado.

Apologies:

Graham Blandy, Deanna Morpurgo, Alexis Martin,
Kathy Stewart, Robyn Doyle.

Guests:

Sharon Austin, Beverley Barber, Mike Keough, Jan Vecchio,
Thomas Knight, Vibica Ald.

Quorum:

Yes - 20 members less 1 inactive = 19. Quorum is 50% + 1 =10
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Presidents Opening
Remarks:
David Tomlinson warmly welcomed everyone including visitors
and especially past Presidents and Charter members Jan Vecchio and Sharon Austin, who
were both joining the meeting via Zoom from afar. David told us about the enthusiastic
executive committee meeting held on Sat 11th July including a bbq lunch at his home.
Chairman:
David Tomlinson explained the theme of the meeting “Brave
New World” to represent how much life had changed and our needs to adjust to the new
way of life during and after this pandemic.
Acceptance/Induction
of new members;
Gail Goff officiated with the Toastmasters Induction ceremony
to formally introduce and seek acceptance for new members to the club as follows:
Adrian Oosthuizen; sponsored by Gail and seconded by Luke.
Charles Salgado; sponsored by Gail and seconded by Reg.
Both motions were carried unanimously by the meeting and the new members welcomed.
Adoption of Minutes:
Steve Barber moved that the minutes for the meeting held on
23rd June 2020 (#224) be confirmed as read. Proposed by Steve and seconded by Reg.
Motion carried unanimously.
Word du jour:
Steve Barber chose; ‘Resilient’ (adjective) he described the
meaning of how to cope in spite of setbacks and encouraged the members to use the word
during tonight’s meeting.
Agenda changes/
Apologies:
Errol Byrnes confirmed the agenda was in a slightly different
order to our usual meetings and no changes from the last issue yesterday.
Toast:
Brian Paull gave us an informative toast to the theme “Brave
New World” and demonstrated a clever use of marking C = Chaos vs O = Order on his
hands to gesture the dramatically changing world order.
Treasurers Report;
Errol Byrnes presented the Treasurers Report for the year
2019-2020 and a copy of the PDF sent by email to members 27/07/2020 is shown at the
end of these minutes.
Speaker #1:
Denise Tomlinson presented an Icebreaker speech evaluated
by Sue Loucks with the speech title “Career by Design”. Denise spoke for 5.53 mins and
included the sayings; “A smile will always stop a tear”, “A good story will never go astray”,
and “take naps, be creative, share and be kind”
Table Topics Master:

Shaun Curry, theme “Brave New World”
1) Sue, 2) Steve, 3) Jan, 4) Heather, 5) Charles
6) Reg, 7) Errol, 8) Denise 9) Sharon 10) Brian

Dinner Break:

7.50 pm - 8.20pm

Call to Order:

Brian Paull
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Speaker #2:
Errol Byrnes presented a speech evaluated by Heather Rickard
which began with the classic opening paragraph from “A Tale of Two Cities” a historical
novel by Charles Dickens. Errol spoke for 5.42 mins.
Table Topics Evaluations
Odds Evaluator: Luke Donabauer
Evens Evaluator: Adrian Oosthuizen
Speaker #3:
Sharon Austin presented a speech evaluated by Reg Stewart
with the title “Just do it!”. Sharon spoke eloquently about learning from continued practice
rather than attempting to become perfect. She used her developing skills to raise funds for
the NGO organisation she managed and was required to speak to all levels of government
including the GG and PM. Sharon spoke for 6.16 mins.
Evaluator #1:

Sue Loucks evaluated Denise Tomlinson’s speech

Evaluator #2:

Heather Rickard evaluated Errol’s speech

Evaluator #3:

Reg Stewart evaluated Sharon’s speech

Grammarian:
Steve Barber reported that the word “Resilient” had been used
a dozen times by members during the meeting and also noted several sayings worthy of
mention. He also observed how quickly we have adapted to the vocabulary of the new
normal that includes Zoom conferencing.
General Evaluator:
Rob Geoghegan in this assignment for the first time,
complimented the high standard of the meeting, the enthusiasm, listening awareness,
highly thoughtful table topic questions and very professional evaluations. Rob also made
mention of Gail’s excellent induction of the new members.
Timers Report:

Awards & Chair
message:
Promotion of next
meeting:

June McKimmie gave a comprehensive report with the majority
of members right on time with their assignments.
Denise’s speech (4-6 minutes) - 5.53
Errol’s speech (5-7 minutes) - 5.42
Sharon’s speech (5-7 minutes) - 6.16
David Tomlinson awarded the Best speech to Errol Bynes
and Best Assignment to Shaun Curry as Table Topics Master
25th August 2020- Chairman Sue Loucks, probably via Zoom
and Theme “Ah-ha Moment”.

Comments - Guests:

Thomas - Inspiring and enjoyable
Jan - So impressed with our top quality standard
Sharon - Very welcoming and warm group
Mike - Echoed Sharons sentiments

Meeting Close

9.30

Secretary:

Steve Barber
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